Are You Ready?
We can never say too much about criminal
attacks on your network. You need to stay
smart because the crooks are smart.

What about mindless brutes that attack at
random, wiping out entire companies in
their wake? In a short span, we’ve seen the
devastation of hurricanes, earthquakes,
floods, fires and tornados. Gigantic
corporations have disaster recovery
procedures in place for their electronic
operations, but what about you, the smaller
business owner? One of our own clients
lost a building to a drunk driver knocking
over a pole, causing a transformer to
explode on their roof.
The fact that you aren’t big, like American
Express or Coca Cola, means it’s more
crucial for you to have a plan. You have
more to lose than they do. If your data is
not backed up to the cloud, any natural
disaster could wipe you out.
For our FREE REPORT “The 10 Disaster
Planning Essentials for any Small
Business”, please visit us here:
www.itsupportla.com/10essential/ or call us
at 818-797-5300.
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3 Questions Your IT Services
Company Should Be Able To Say
“Yes” To
At a time when businesses are more
dependent on information technology
than at any point in history, IT
services providers need to rise to the
occasion. The worst thing for your
business to discover down the line is
that your IT company isn’t actually as
well-equipped to serve your business
as they claim to be – or, even worse,
that they aren’t actually fully invested
in the success of your business.
Every business owner knows that
finding a reputable IT services partner
to steer the digital architecture of your
organization in the right direction is a
difficult, laborious process. Not all IT
companies are created equal. If you
don’t do your research, you could end
up paying for more security and
service than you’re actually getting.
But it doesn’t have to be so
complicated. The best way to

determine whether an IT company is a
good fit for your organization is to ask
them direct, well-thought-out
questions. Here are three queries any
IT services company you have in your
corner should be able to say “yes” to.
If they can’t, you shouldn’t be
working with them at all.
1. WILL YOU PROACTIVELY
MANAGE MY BUSINESS’S
NETWORK?
There are two types of IT companies.
The first is the type you call up when
there’s an outage in your network, your
server finally gives up the ghost or your
e-mails aren’t sending for some reason.
They show up at your business, charge
by the hour, (hopefully) fix the issue
and leave. This is, understandably, an
attractive option for many small
businesses with tight budgets. Why pay
to fix something if it doesn’t appear to
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be broken?
The problem with this line of thinking is the fact that,
without a dedicated team of professionals working on
your network every day, things get missed. No one’s
really taking charge of driving the technology of your
company into the future; no one is looking to optimize
your processes and give your team the tools they need to
do their best work. Security becomes a low priority
because it’s assumed that everything is fine – until it
suddenly isn’t.
Any managed services provider worth their salt won’t
wait for your system to fail before they take action.
Instead, they’ll proactively work to keep your network
running at its highest level – security, optimization and
everything else. When you crunch the numbers and really
break down the cost of an outage or digital crisis, it’s easy
to see how this approach will help you in the long run.
2. IN THE EVENT OF AN ISSUE, CAN YOU GIVE ME A
GUARANTEED RESPONSE TIME?

When you and your team are in the trenches, putting
stress on the network while you go about your operations,
the last thing you need is a long outage. These blips in
service bring productivity to its knees, frustrating your

“Any managed service provider
worth their salt won’t wait for
your system to fail before they
take action.”

customers and costing thousands of dollars. So you
need someone on your side that can give you a definite
time frame of when they’ll be on the scene in the event
of a crisis. If an IT company dodges the question when
you ask them for this, run for the hills – they’re not a
company you want on your team.
3. DO YOU HAVE EXTENSIVE KNOWLEDGE OF
THE BEST PRACTICES FOR MY INDUSTRY?
Even if an MSP is solid and experienced, that doesn’t
mean they’re experienced in your particular line of
business. You need someone who’s worked with
organizations like yours for years, with tried-andtested methods for addressing industry-specific
concerns and streamlining workflows. If your MSP
can’t answer this question with a definitive “yes” and
provide examples and insight into how they stay
abreast of your field, keep shopping for an
organization that can.

Free Report Download:
The Business Owner’s Guide To IT Support Services And Fees
You’ll learn:
The three most common ways IT companies charge for their services and the pros and cons of each
approach.
A common billing model that puts ALL THE RISK on you, the customer, when buying IT services; you’ll
learn what it is and why you need to avoid agreeing to it.
Exclusions, hidden fees and other “gotcha” clauses IT companies put in their contracts that you DON’T
want to agree to.
How to make sure you know exactly what you’re getting to avoid disappointment, frustration and added
costs later on that you didn’t anticipate.

Claim your FREE copy today at www.URL.com/ITbuyersguide

Visit our website for your FREE copy: www.itsupportla.com/buyersguide/
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The Crab is a Cancer
GrandCrab is the newest of the
serious Ransomware threats,
debuting this January, another
among the growing trend towards
‘Ransomware as a Service (RaaS).
This cancer continues to invade
networks worldwide at an alarming
rate. The developers do not
implement the attacks themselves,
but distribute kits for the hungry
population of Cybercriminals, much
the way drugs are wholesaled to
street-level dealers.
This malware is built to be very
adaptable: As soon as defenses or
decryptors are developed, a new
version is released, continuing the
devastation. We have always said
that Ransomware is a business,
which runs more efficiently with
each new version.
Ransomware is no passing fad, but a
reliable revenue stream for crooks.
It is here to stay, ducking and
weaving against all efforts to defend
against it. Curiously, the number of
new variants has decreased this
year, as the malware creators have
channeled their efforts into the most
successful strains, increasing their
ability to evolve rapidly against
defensive measures.
Like any professional business
enterprise, they find that rather than
re-inventing the wheel, they just
keep developing ways to keep the
old reliable wheel on the road,
constantly heading towards your
bank account.
If you have a company in the
Greater Los Angeles and Ventura
County area, please call us at 818797-5300 or check out our FREE
CyberSecurity Assessment at
www.itsupportla.com/free-stuff/free
-network-security-assessment/
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Ways To Turn
Regrets Into Resolve

Regrets. We all have them.
Some of us ignore them,
while others wallow in
them. Fewer learn and
benefit from them.
Wouldn’t it be great if you
could benefit from your
regrets and convert the
negative emotions
surrounding your missteps
into positive emotions that
fuel your success?
Here are six things you can
do to achieve just that:
1.

It happened, so accept
it. Don’t play “what if?” At this
point it doesn’t matter. The more
you rehearse your regrets, the
bigger your mistakes become.

2.

Deal with the emotional first and,
as quickly as possible, let it go.
Why? Because if you don’t deal
with your emotions, the negative
ones will continue to gnaw at you.
Spend a few minutes going deep
into the pain of the regret, and
then loosen your grasp on it. Stop
the negative from trickling in.

3.

Identify what you’ve learned. No
loss or setback should be wasted.
If you don’t find a lesson, you’re
likely to make the same mistake
in the future.

4.

Decide what you won’t do again.

Be clear on what to avoid.
Pinpoint the biggest cause of
your regret and, if you can’t
completely avoid it, be wary
when you find yourself again in
the same territory.

5.

Commit to a different and better
course of action. What’s better
than knowing what not to do?
Knowing what to do instead.

6.

Let the disappointment feed you.
Disappointment is natural, but
with the right attitude, it can be
converted to resolve. Bring the
same energy you formerly had
about your regret and convert it
into the positive energy of
commitment and determination.

Mark Sanborn, CSP, CPAE, is the president of Sanborn & Associates,
Inc., an “idea studio” that seeks to motivate and develop leaders in
and outside of business. He’s the best-selling author of the books Fred
Factor and The Potential Principle and a noted expert on leadership,
team building, customer service and company change. He holds the
Certified Speaking Professional designation from the National
Speakers Association and is a member of the Speaker Hall of Fame.
Check out any of his excellent books; his video series, “Team
Building: How to Motivate and Manage People”; or his website,
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What To Do BEFORE You Get
To The Airport
It’s another Tuesday in the airport.
You clear the TSA line in record
time and decide to use those extra
few minutes to grab a bite at the
pretzel shop before heading to
your terminal. You set your laptop
down on the table, grab a straw,
turn around — and your laptop is
gone. Vanished in a puff of smoke,
along with the thief who ran off
with it.
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step toward protecting the hard
drive of your laptop and other
mobile devices. With the drive
encrypted, a thief can’t just pull it
out, hook it up and suddenly have
access to all your files. And, as a
result, your data is exponentially
safer.

The Best Ways To
Communicate With Your
Customers
Just like your marketing needs to
zero in on target demographics,
If you have a strong password on
your communication strategies
your laptop, that will likely
should differ from customer to
prevent the crook from gaining
customer. For baby boomers and
immediate access to your private
Generation Xers, talking over the
documents. But it won’t stop them phone is a good bet, especially
from removing the hard drive from when an urgent message needs to
your laptop and connecting it to
be delivered. E-mail is excellent
another computer. No muss, no
for those Generation Xers who
fuss — and suddenly the contents consider it the be-all and end-all of
of your entire private life are there business communication. Social
on the screen, ready to browse and media, however, is best for
plunder.
millennials who feel comfortable
communicating via such platforms
So what do you do to prevent this — and, as a bonus, response times
situation? Encrypt your drive! It
are often much faster. Texting is an
may sound complicated, but it’s
option with this demographic as
actually a relatively simple first
well. Chat services on your

website can be effective for a wide
variety of post-baby boomers, as
many people are more comfortable
chatting via text rather than going
through the trouble of calling you
up. It’s important to master all of
these forms of communication to
reach as many people as possible.

SmallBizTrends.com, 6/21/2018

Crazy Gadgets Your Home Will
Have By 2050
1. Mood- and sleep-boosting
lighting. By mimicking the
natural cycles of the sun and
utilizing different types of
light, we’ll be able to
experience subtle benefits
without even noticing.
2. Cook-free kitchen. Many
experts predict that the entire
process of cooking will be
automated much sooner than
you might imagine. Some
refrigerators can already order
your groceries for you!
3. Virtual decor and clothing. By
changing textures and style,
you will be able to shift your
clothing and decorations all
around your house with
minimal effort. Augmented
reality will make this even
more interesting.
4. VR vacations. This is already
beginning to happen, but as we
move forward, VR tech is sure
to become even more advanced.
5. No more garages. It’s expected
that when self-driving rideshare services become
standard, owning your own
cars will largely become a thing
of the past. No more costly
breakdowns or sky-high gas
bills! Inc.com, 5/11/2018
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